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DIX: Harley's Cake

Here are the top ten porn stars, past and present, that Harley Shadow would love to have jump out of his birthday cake.

June is filled with many significant events &mdash; graduations, weddings and gay pride, but, not to sound selfish, more
importantly it&rsquo;s my birthday month!

Cliff Parker
That intense glare says volumes and always says &ldquo;I want you, now!&rdquo; I still have my Advocate Men from the
90s where Parker got beefier and buffer as my go-to when porn wouldn&rsquo;t help.
Brandon Lee
The ultimate gay Asian porn star who isn&rsquo;t what we usually expect in Asian porn. You know, twinkish, submissive
bottom boys. No, Lee is cocky, lean, buff, hung, tattooed, and still creating dynamic performances.
Dean Phoenix
I&rsquo;d sell my mother to the Sultan of Brunei for a piece of Phoenix. He is the ultimate dreamboat. That smile, the
charisma and charm, and that big uncut cock. Dirk Yates and Mike Donner struck gold when they discovered Phoenix.

Enrico Vega
Okay so I have a thing for guys with dark features. With a flash of that smile and that thick uncut cock, I would drink this
Latin lover&rsquo;s bathwater. I once met Vega in Palm Springs and he gave me a big hug, and that memory still holds a
spot in my spank bank.
Haus Weston
Sadly he passed away a few years ago, but his performances thankfully still live on. This big beefy guy with an
&ldquo;Aw shucks!&rdquo; demeanor and goofy grin easily melts your heart while hardening your cock. Not many porn
stars have that natural talent.
Dino DiMarco
Not your typical porn star from any era. A bad boy look and demeanor, long slicked back hair, and thick beefy body
helped him stand out among the clones from the 1990s. Despite his appearances, the performances were raw, sensual,
and passionate with a hint of aggression and mystery.
Alec Powers
The sole blond of the list. The first time I saw him in one of the many magazines I used to thumb through and buy at
Adult Expectations in Tucson, AZ, I forgot about groceries or studying. Instead I wanted to relieve what was going on
downstairs.

Max Grand
Before Vega there was something bigger and Grand, as in Max. He&rsquo;s the epitome of tall, dark and handsome, and
a huge uncut cock to boot. He&rsquo;s one of a handful of performers throughout the years that is truly versatile, and
looks good topping and bottoming.
The Rockland Brothers
Okay, so I cheated by putting three in one entry, though I&rsquo;d like these three in my entries. Thank you folks,
I&rsquo;m here all week. Seriously though, Vince has that stare that goes right through you, Hal has that look that fills
our fantasies and despite his goofy demeanor and looks, Shane makes you want to hump him silly. Like Cliff Parker, I
still have the issue of Advocate Men where they posed together.
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The essence and epitome of manliness in my book. He&rsquo;s the kind of guy you want and want to be. No matter the
look or style of a certain era, Parker&rsquo;s long brown hair, facial hair, and toned physical features never look dated.
June 2011
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